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UNITED METHODIST WOMEN
Recommended Expenditures
February, 1992

$2500
DCIA Dues for Duke Memorial
This sum is Duke Memorial's annual "dues" to DCIA, and is
usually paid out of the Council on Ministries' budget. By paying this
amount, we would essentially increase the budget of the Council on
Ministries by $2500.
$400
Methodist Retirement Home
The original proposal was for four bed trays. Since the
Executive Committee met, however, we have received word that the
need for bed trays has been met, and the Home would like to be
able to use our contribution for other needs.
$75
Wesley Fellowship at Duke
Work Team to Honduras
The work team plans to return to Honduras in March. They
will work in a small village and continue work on a retreat and
training center. $75 covers the expenses of one volunteer for one
day.
$100
RESULTS
This local group is linked to an international organization
committed to creating the political will to end hunger. Amy Kellum
is our representative to and from RESULTS, and is one of the
organizers of the Durham chapter.

Zigbuo Mission to Ltberia

$500
After seeking refuge in the United States, the Zigbuo's have
returned to Liberia to attempt to bring order back into the lives of
the students at Ganta Mission School. Our contribution will be used
for students'scholarships, salaries for Herbert and Mary, and books
and supplies.
$500
Methodist University in Zimbabwe
This is a NEW educational institution! Omar Fink and others
have helped with the construction and preparation of buildings. Our
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contribution will be used to support the building program and
provide educational supplies.

Duke MemorialSummerCamp

$100
The summer camp is held at camp Chestnut Ridge, and
offers scholarships to 15 - 20 underprivileged children. As much as
possible, these children come from the neighborhoods directly
surrounding Duke Memorial. Our contribution will probably be used
to help provide transportation.

